Microbubble-mediated ultrasound therapy: a review of its potential in cancer treatment
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Abstract: The inherently toxic nature of chemotherapy drugs is essential for them to kill cancer cells but is also the source of the detrimental side effects experienced by patients. One strategy to reduce these side effects is to limit the healthy tissue exposure by encapsulating the drugs in a vehicle that demonstrates a very low leak rate in circulation while simultaneously having the potential for rapid release once inside the tumor. Designing a vehicle with these two opposing properties is the major challenge in the field of drug delivery. A triggering event is required to change the vehicle from its stable circulating state to its unstable release state. A unique mechanical actuation type trigger is possible by harnessing the size changes that occur when microbubbles interact with ultrasound. These mechanical actuations can burst liposomes and cell membranes alike allowing for rapid drug release and facilitating delivery into nearby cells. The tight focusing ability of the ultrasound to just a few cubic millimeters allows for precise control over the tissue location where the microbubbles destabilize the vehicles. This allows the ultrasound to highlight the tumor tissue and cause rapid drug release from any carrier present. Different vehicle designs have been demonstrated from carrying drug on just the surface of the microbubble itself to encapsulating the microbubble along with the drug within a liposome. In the future, nanoparticles may extend the circulation half-life of these ultrasound triggerable drug-delivery vehicles by acting as nucleation sites of ultrasound-induced mechanical actuation. In addition to the drug delivery capability, the microbubble size changes can also be used to create imaging contrast agents that could allow the internal chemical environment of a tumor to be studied to help improve the diagnosis and detection of cancer. The ability to attain truly tumor-specific release from circulating drug-delivery vehicles is an exciting future prospect to reduce chemotherapy side effects while increasing drug effectiveness.
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Introduction

The therapeutic role of cancer drugs is unique in the world of pharmacology in the sense that they are not designed to restore or replace the normal function of certain tissues, but rather they are meant to kill cells. The inherently toxic nature of these compounds makes their side effects on healthy tissue a major concern.¹,² When administered systemically, only a small fraction of the injected dose ever reaches the tumor, with the rest circulating through the healthy tissue of the body resulting in dose-limiting toxic side effects.³ Although tumors have been shown to have biochemical differences from healthy tissue,⁴ the degree of these differences⁵ and the ability of the tumors to develop drug resistance⁶ makes it difficult to develop a drug with true tumor specificity. For the foreseeable future, traditional chemotherapy drugs that attack rapidly dividing...
cells will be the most effective compounds at reducing and eliminating a wide range of tumor types. This also means that reducing the dose-limiting side effects of these compounds is an area of considerable interest.

The field of targeted drug delivery looks to address these side effects by encapsulating the drug within a vehicle that is injected systemically. One such vehicle approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is Doxil®, a liposomal formulation of doxorubicin. It has a long retention time of the drug and a long circulation time that helps protect healthy tissue, especially the very sensitive heart tissue. Doxil® relies on passive extravasation from the circulation into the tumor through its leaky vasculature. This allows the liposomes to pass through the heart with very little deposition. However, Doxil® will accumulate in other places in the body besides the tumor. The folds and creases in the hands and feet are one such place where Doxil® can extravasate and cause ulcers, making this a dose-limiting side effect. Because the doxorubicin is held in a crystalline form inside the liposome, it leaks out at a very slow rate which helps prevent heart exposure while in circulation. However, when extravasated into the tumor tissue, this slow leak rate also limits the maximum dose of doxorubicin that can accumulate in the tumor.

A burst release of payload from the vehicle would be much more effective at creating a high drug concentration within the tumor, but this requires the drug-delivery vehicle to change its state from a relatively stable structure with a very slow leak rate to an unstable structure with a fast release. This requires the presence of a trigger, specific to the tumor, which can achieve a state change in the vehicle. One class of possible triggers that has received a considerable amount of attention is the inherent biochemical and environmental differences between the tumor and the healthy tissue. Enzymes overexpressed by the tumor are a common example. The liposomal outer membranes of the vehicles can be designed with special enzymatically cleavable bonds that are susceptible to degradation by these overexpressed enzymes. Once in the tumor, these enzymes degrade the liposome membrane, resulting in a rapid disintegration. The main challenge in achieving true tumor specificity with enzyme-based approaches has been the natural enzymatic activity of the liver. The liver has most of the same types of enzymatic activity as the tumor, but on a much larger scale, resulting in massive drug release into the liver. Other healthy tissue can also display similar biochemical properties to the tumor, reducing the tumor specificity of the approach.

Tumor-targeting ligands have been used in an effort to try to increase the amount of vehicle that accumulates in the tumor above the level of passive extravasation. The surfaces of the vehicles can be functionalized with tumor-specific targeting peptides or antibodies to attach to surface markers that are known to be overexpressed on the surface of certain tumor cells. However, these tumor receptors are rarely unique to the tumor, causing vehicles to accumulate in other healthy tissues, especially in the liver and spleen, causing local toxicity. For a surface marker to be considered truly tumor specific, it must be overexpressed at a level of at least 100 times above the healthy tissue, which limits the effectiveness of this targeting to just those patients whose tumors have this special property. For those select patients, it has been found that eliminating the tumor cells that have this high degree of overexpression selects for tumor cells that have a lower degree of expression shifting the tumor cell population to a more resistant type. An added degree of complication for the drug design is that once the vehicles attach to the markers they are often endocytosed, requiring subsequent endosomal escape of the drug.

The neovasculature that develops to feed these tumors has special surface markers that have made it a target for therapeutic intervention. The idea is to starve the tumor of oxygen and nutrients to slow its growth by killing the neovasculature. The neovasculature has a higher degree of genetic stability than the tumor and its unique marker expression is not subject to change like that in the tumor. However, neovasculature is fairly common in the body, including the stomach and intestines. When the neovasculature is destroyed in these organs, it creates a whole set of dose-limiting side effects.

These biochemical triggers or markers often do not provide sufficient contrast between the tumor and the healthy tissue to be truly tumor specific. The use of biochemical triggers is further complicated by the high degree of variability that exists in tumors from patient to patient, which requires each patient’s tumor to be analyzed through a difficult and lengthy process. The inherently subtle differences between the tumor and the healthy tissue make the use of biochemical triggers a challenging approach to achieve true tumor specificity.

**Desired properties of drug-delivery vehicles**

Based on the experience of the existing drug-delivery vehicle technologies, two main groups of desirable vehicle traits can be identified.
The first set of properties comprises the opposing drug-containment requirements. The vehicle must be able to contain the drug without significant loss as it circulates to protect the healthy tissue it passes through. The vehicle must also be able to rapidly release its payload once it reaches the tumor tissue. A triggering mechanism to initiate this state change that is independent of biochemistry would help make the release a truly tumor-specific event. Ultrasound lends itself well to being such a trigger. By focusing the ultrasound from outside the body, significant amounts of energy can be deposited safely and noninvasively into small volumes of tissue deep inside the body. The focus of ultrasound is described as the −6 dB focal zone, and at 1 MHz it can be on the order of a few cubic millimeters in volume, allowing the ultrasound to effectively highlight just the tumor tissue, creating a stark differentiation between it and the healthy tissue. Because the intensity of ultrasound is highest in the focal region, vehicles outside the focal zone would not be triggered as shown schematically in Figure 1.

The activation of microbubble-based drug-delivery vehicles only inside the focal region of ultrasound was demonstrated in an agar tissue phantom by Ibsen et al and is reproduced in Figure 2. A channel was molded through a block of agar and coated with avidin to simulate a blood vessel with targeting ligands in tissue. Fluorescently labeled drug-delivery vehicles that contained a microbubble were designed with biotinylated lipids on the inside. Upon focused ultrasound activation, the vehicles fragmentated only in the focal zone revealing the biotin. These fluorescent biotinylated fragments then bound to the avidin on the channel surface, marking the location of activation. The drug-delivery vehicles were present in the entire length of the channel at the time of ultrasound exposure, but only those in the focal zone were activated and were left bound after washing the channel with water.

The second set of vehicle requirements deal with circulation time and cell penetration. The circulation time of the vehicles needs to be as long as possible to get the maximum number of vehicles passing through the tumor. However, the properties that allow these vehicles to have long circulation times are often not the properties that will allow efficient passage of payload through cell membranes once it reaches the tumor. The triggering event that releases payload can also help with this requirement if the vehicle has a multilayer design. The outer layers of the vehicle can convey long circulation properties, and the inner payloads can have efficient cellular penetration. The triggering event that releases payload can also effectively remove this outer circulation layer once the vehicle reaches the desired location.

Ultrasound-responsive trigger

Ultrasound can cause local heating of tissue in the focal zone when used at high intensity levels. The field of high intensity focused ultrasound looks to use the heat itself as an anticancer treatment for tumors that are not located near critical healthy tissue. Designs of temperature-sensitive liposome-based vehicles look to use heat to destabilize the lipid shell and release payload. However, the heat deposited in the tissue dissipates from the focal zone by blood flow convection and by conduction. As the temperature rises, the tissues are stimulated to vasodilate, causing increased blood flow through the tissue. This heat dissipation makes it difficult to achieve sufficient heating in the tissue for sufficient periods of time to cause tissue death or to melt the liposomes and achieve release, especially in the well vascularized tumor periphery. If sufficient heating is achieved in the focal zone, the increased blood flow will widen the tissue death and liposome activation areas to downstream tissues and the payload that is released will also spend less time in the desired tissue. One way to counter the heat dissipation is to use higher intensities of ultrasound. This, however, can lead to the formation of bubbles in and around the focal zone which quickly distort the energy profile of the ultrasound beam, leading to unpredictable regions of tissue damage.

Low intensity ultrasound, like that used for imaging, has little effect on tissue temperature or structure. This makes it safe to use on tumors that are near sensitive anatomy. The use of low intensity ultrasound itself has been shown to increase drug delivery to ensonified tissues, presumably by increasing cell permeability. However, these low intensities fail to cause a burst release of drug from the vehicles because the vehicles have the same density as the surrounding water. The only way to get the low intensity ultrasound to trigger a state change in a vehicle is if the density between the vehicle and surrounding water is significantly different. The highest density differences are between liquid and gas, and the best gas-filled particle small enough to pass through circulation is a microbubble.

Microbubble/ultrasound interactions

Microbubble technology was initially developed and FDA approved for use as ultrasound contrast agents. These 1–2 µm diameter microbubbles are filled with a perfluorocarbon (PFC) gas and air mixture, which is critical in preventing osmotically driven size changes of the microbubbles under physiological conditions. Microbubbles made with pure air would quickly dissolve away and collapse. Microbubbles made with a concentration of PFC gas that is too high would allow the PFC to condense into a liquid droplet, resulting in
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the concept behind ultrasound-triggered drug delivery.

Notes: The ultrasound can be focused to small volumes of tissue deep within the body. Ultrasound triggerable vehicles can pass through the diffuse portions of the ultrasound beam without any effects. Vehicles that pass through the ultrasound focal volume experience a significantly higher intensity than in the other diffuse portions of the beam, resulting in vehicle activation. The focal zone location is under the control of the physician and can be directed specifically at the tumor region.

microbubble collapse. Microbubbles made with too much air relative to the PFC gas would create an osmotic driving force facilitating the nitrogen to leave the microbubbles, resulting in their shrinkage to the collapse radius. The correct ratio allows the PFC gas to keep the microbubble inflated, while the nitrogen creates a stable dynamic equilibrium between the gas dissolved in the blood and the gas inside the microbubble. An example of a common PFC gas used in microbubbles is perfluorohexane which has maximum in-vivo stability at 2.2 mg/mL of air.

The water molecules at the microbubble gas–water interface hydrogen bond with one another horizontally in line with the interface. This creates a constricting force over the entire surface of the microbubble, resulting in a net surface tension force that points inward and increases the pressure on the gas within the microbubble. This surface tension pressure increases the rate at which the gas will dissolve. The surface tension can be significantly reduced and even reach ~0 mN/m by creating a lipid monolayer over the surface of the microbubble. The hydrophobic tails of the lipids associate with the gas phase, and the hydrophilic head groups interact with the water molecules. This interaction prevents the formation of ordered hydrogen bonding around the microbubble. Figure 3 shows a typical population of microbubbles just after manufacturing from Benchimol et al. Figure 3A shows the microbubbles under white-light illumination. The index of refraction difference between the water and the gas causes the microbubbles to act like individual optical lenses, creating ring-like distortions around the microbubble and causing their centers to show up as dark circles. Figure 3B shows the same field of view under fluorescent microscopy, where a lipophilic red fluorescent dye...
has been used to highlight the lipid monolayer surrounding the surface of the microbubble. Surface coatings of albumin have a similar effect of reducing the surface tension around the microbubble. Over time, the PFC gas in these stabilized microbubbles will dissolve into the blood and be eliminated through exhalation.

The density difference between the PFC gas and the water allows the microbubble to shrink to half its original diameter and expand to four times its original diameter with the compression and rarefaction portions of the ultrasound pulse. The driving ultrasound frequencies are in the megahertz range, requiring specially designed instrumentation with extremely high frame rates of up to 6.2 mega frames per second to document ultrasound-driven oscillation of single microbubbles. Streak camera images and individual still frames of this interaction have been captured by Bloch et al and have been reproduced in Figure 4E. The streak camera image in Figure 4E shows the upper and lower boundary of the microbubble over time, documenting the condensing and expanding phases of microbubble ultrasound interaction. The still frame in Figure 4A shows the whole microbubble before ultrasound exposure, and Figure 4B shows it during the expansion. The microbubble is destroyed after two full oscillations at 41.5 µs on the streak camera image. Figure 4C shows the remnant gas fragments, and Figure 4D shows that the gas had all dissolved.

Microbubble interaction with ultrasound can result in a rich diversity of responses beyond oscillation, as shown schematically in Figure 5. These responses include lateral translations of the microbubbles, escape and dissolution of gas from microbubbles, and diameter changes of free-floating microbubbles (Figure 5A). Changes to the internal structure of the microbubble during oscillation against a solid surface are particularly interesting, as they model what might be happening to microbubbles near the vascular walls. These oscillations can result in microstreaming of the fluid around the microbubble edges, which creates a shear force over the surface of nearby cells and can disrupt cell and liposome membranes (Figure 5B). These microstreaming flow fields have been documented by Collis et al and are reproduced in Figure 6. At the correct frequency, shell stiffness, and microbubble size, a resonant interaction with the ultrasound can occur where the microbubble undergoes

---

**Figure 2** In-vitro demonstration of the localized activation of microbubble-based drug delivery vehicles. An agar tissue phantom with a molded channel down the center was used to model a blood vessel. Avidin was coated on the surface of the entire channel to simulate a targeting molecule. Fluorescently labeled drug-delivery vehicles containing a microbubble were introduced into the entire length of the channel. The inside of the vehicles were biotinylated to cause binding to the avidin-coated channels when exposed by ultrasound-induced vehicle rupture. (A) The focal zone of the ultrasound beam. (B) The fluorescent vehicles were introduced to the channel then washed out with water, with no ultrasound exposure to demonstrate the background level of nonspecific binding. (C) When low intensity ultrasound was applied, only the vehicles in the focal zone were fragmented revealing the biotin which allowed binding to occur to the avidin-coated channel walls. This marked the location of activation. Vehicles were distributed throughout the channel, but only those that were activated were left behind after washing. (D) Higher intensity ultrasound caused a larger number of vehicle activations and expanded the effective focal zone over which activation would occur. Reprinted from Ibsen S, Benchimol M, Simberg D, Schutt C, Steiner J, Esener S. A novel nested liposome drug delivery vehicle capable of ultrasound triggered release of its payload. J Control Release. 2011;155(3):358–366. Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier.

**Figure 3** Images of microbubbles taken just after manufacturing. (A) White light illumination of the microbubbles. The density difference between the gas inside the microbubble and the surrounding water caused them to behave like lenses making them appear as dark circles with ring structures around them. (B) Fluorescent image of the same field of microbubbles showing the fluorescent dye that had been incorporated into the stabilizing lipid monolayer surrounding each microbubble. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. Benchimol MJ, Hsu MJ, Schutz CE, Hall DJ, Mattrey RF, Esener SC. Phospholipid/carbocyanine dye-shelled microbubbles as ultrasound-modulated fluorescent contrast agents. Soft Matter. Epub January 4, 2013.
such large size variations that it violently implodes in an event known as inertial cavitation, which can send out a radial shockwave\textsuperscript{71} (Figure 5C). A directed jet is also possible, resulting from asymmetric microbubble collapse.\textsuperscript{72}

Actual high speed video of the asymmetric collapse of a microbubble was collected by Postema et al, and still images are reproduced in Figure 7.\textsuperscript{61} The microbubble shown in Figure 7A underwent an asymmetric collapse upon ultrasound exposure, where the left side involuted, creating a jet which penetrated through the right side of the microbubble as shown in Figure 7B. As the microbubble completely collapsed, a jet of fluid was created in the direction of the involution. The debris field resulting from such a jet is shown in Figure 10A.

The cellular effects of these inertial cavitation shockwaves and other vibrational modes of ultrasound interaction with cells have been documented by imaging a cell population before and after insonation.\textsuperscript{72–74} The use of electron microscopy and flow cytometry\textsuperscript{75} as well as atomic force microscopy\textsuperscript{76,77} have given details about an effect know as sonoporation. During sonoporation, the shockwaves physically create small transient ruptures in cell membranes\textsuperscript{78,79} on the order of 100 nm in diameter. They remain effectively open for up to 20 seconds,\textsuperscript{80,81} allowing molecules and even DNA fragments to flow down their concentration gradient into the cell.\textsuperscript{80,82} Microbubble cavitation events have also been shown to cause rupture to capillary walls, allowing particles to extravasate into the surrounding tissue.\textsuperscript{83} Figure 8 shows schematically how these shockwaves can facilitate drug delivery to the tumor region.

These oscillations and inertial cavitation events are unique from a mechanistic trigger standpoint. Harnessing both the volume changes and the sonoporation shockwave production from the microbubble interaction with ultrasound is the key to making the microbubble a tumor-specific trigger and facilitating payload delivery into cells.

**Microbubble-based drug-delivery vehicle designs**

Microbubbles have been used in several different drug-delivery vehicle designs, as shown in Figure 9. The basic microbubble structure is shown in Figure 9A. Charged payloads, such as certain drugs or therapeutic DNA designed to induce apoptosis in cancer cells, can be adhered to the surface of microbubbles using electrostatic attraction\textsuperscript{84} (Figure 9B). The adhered DNA has been shown to have enhanced resistance from nucleases present in blood that would normally destroy free DNA strands.\textsuperscript{84} The DNA
can be shaken off the surface of the microbubble when exposed to ultrasound. Its delivery into the target cells can be enhanced by the sonoporation effect, which is significant because DNA is rarely taken up by mammalian cells in its pure form due to the large size of the DNA and the various membranes and barriers of the cell. Microbubble delivery of DNA does not require the extra DNA used by viral vectors, which avoids concerns about the possible side effects of the extra viral DNA. Microbubbles can be used on a broader range of cell types, since viral vectors are only effective on certain cells which are capable of being infected. The focusing capability of the ultrasound makes microbubble delivery more spatially localized than the use of cationic liposomes, which are injected systemically and fuse with cell membranes in an indiscriminate manner. The use of lasers in optoporation and intense electric fields used in electroporation can increase delivery efficiency with isolated cell populations in vitro but are not suited for use in vivo.

The protective lipid monolayer that covers the microbubble can be used to carry hydrophobic drugs that naturally partition into it (Figure 9C). To increase loading capacity beyond the microbubble’s limited surface area, the protective lipid monolayer can be thickened with extra oil to carry additional hydrophobic drugs (Figure 9D). The microbubble destruction upon ultrasound exposure fragments the oil and lipid shell, creating small particles that carry the drugs inside them.

The internal volume of drug-loaded liposomes can be used to achieve even greater drug loading than what the surface area or shell volume of the microbubble can provide. For
the mechanical actuation of the microbubble to be useful in destabilizing liposome structures, both the microbubble and the liposome have to be within 40 µm of one another. Simply injecting both free microbubbles and drug-loaded liposomes separately from one another into circulation, both fitted with the same tumor-targeting ligands so both accumulate within the tumor tissue, would require them to accumulate at very high densities to get the close proximity needed to achieve significant release.

To address this proximity issue, one design attached small drug-loaded liposomes to the surface of the microbubbles to ensure that the mechanical triggering of the microbubble would effectively disrupt the liposomes and rapidly release the drug\(^9\) (Figure 9E).

There has been interest in encapsulating the microbubbles inside drug-loaded liposomes\(^38,94–98\) to both protect the microbubble and to ensure the microbubble actuation releases the entire payload. Recently, these structures have been successfully manufactured using a modified detergent dialysis method\(^38\) (Figure 9F). This nested structure presents a smooth outer surface which increases stability of the particle and reduces immune recognition. Each vehicle has an internal microbubble trigger, ensuring the outer liposome will be disrupted. Upon exposure to ultrasound, the entire structure fragments, creating a burst release of the entire payload with forceful jet-like patterns. These activation events have been documented by Ibsen et al\(^38\) and are reproduced here in Figure 10. Some of the payload may be swept into systemic circulation instead of penetrating into the tumor cells; however, it will be diluted significantly reducing its overall systemic concentration.

**Microbubbles for use in imaging and diagnostics**

The ability of the microbubbles to undergo size changes when ensonified with ultrasound also allows them to be used for tumor imaging and diagnostics separately or in combination with their drug-delivery capability.

When injected into systemic circulation, the populations of microbubbles are highly reflective to ultrasound waves, allowing the vasculature they flow through to light up with high contrast on ultrasound imaging systems compared with the rest of the fluid-filled tissue\(^99,100\). This allows abnormalities in circulation and in the heart to be imaged where the microbubbles are seen to be absent from tissue regions suffering from circulation blockages\(^100\). Individual microbubbles can be imaged using nonlinear resonance behavior techniques, including second harmonic imaging\(^101\). As shown in Figure 9A, microbubbles can be conjugated to targeting ligands specific to markers expressed on the
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Figure 9 Schematic representations of various drug-delivery vehicle designs. (A) The basic microbubble design with a lipid monolayer stabilizing the PFC/air gas core. Targeting ligands can be conjugated to the surface to help facilitate accumulation of the microbubble in desired tissues. These ligands can be antibodies or short peptide sequences such as cyclic RGD. (B) The microbubble itself can be a vehicle by attaching drugs and even DNA to the surface through the use of electrostatic attractions. (C) Lipophilic drugs can be incorporated into the lipid monolayer shell of the microbubble. (D) The stabilizing shell can be thickened with an oil layer, allowing hydrophobic drugs to be carried within it. (E) Drug-filled liposomes can be attached to the surface of the microbubble. When the microbubble is exposed to ultrasound, the liposomes are disrupted by the mechanical actuation releasing drug. (F) The microbubble can be encapsulated within a liposome along with the drug. When exposed to ultrasound, the microbubble ruptures the outer liposome, releasing the payload.

The hypoxic tissue can also be detected using optical spectroscopic imaging techniques that measure the absorption of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin which can be used to determine tissue oxygenation and total hemoglobin content in tissues.112,113 The use of these optical techniques in deeper tissue inside the body has been significantly hindered by the highly scattering properties inherent to the tissue itself. The light path of a single photon in tissue is scattered to such a high degree that it is very difficult to tell whether that photon originated from the tumor.

To address the difficulty in locating the origin of this light, microbubble-based optical contrast agents are being developed that take advantage of the size changes the microbubble can undergo when exposed to ultrasound.114 Concentration-dependent dye quenching is a well-known phenomenon,109,111 and a lipophilic concentration-dependent surface of tumor cells102 or to ligands specific for integrins of neovascularature feeding the tumor.103–105 These targeted microbubbles can accumulate in the tumor tissue where they will stay for a period of time associated with the molecules on the surface of the cells.106 The microbubbles that do not attach to the target tissue will eventually clear from circulation, leaving only the targeted ones behind, leading to the concept of ultrasound-based molecular imaging.106 Scanning with ultrasound imaging systems can quickly find these remaining clusters of microbubbles attached to surface markers, revealing the location and size of potential tumor sites. The use of these biochemical targeting mechanisms will also result in the microbubbles accumulating in healthy tissue that has similar properties to the tumor; however, the main differences between these imaging microbubbles and drug-delivery vehicles is that the imaging microbubbles will eventually dissolve with no lasting effect on the healthy tissue, whereas the drug-delivery vehicles will leak their payloads and cause side effects in the healthy tissue over time. The microbubble accumulation in healthy tissue could yield false-positive areas if doing an entire body scan to find possible tumors. However, in cases where the location of a potential tumor is known, such as in the prostate or in the breast, the specific location can be scanned for a significant microbubble accumulation to help identify a lesion. Fluorescent dyes can be incorporated into the surface of the microbubble to allow for their location to be determined using both ultrasound and fluorescent imaging.107

Using these ultrasound techniques along with traditional X-ray mammography for breast cancer screening purposes is important to catch tumors early in their development, leading to increased long-term survival of patients. Using X-ray mammography alone allows physicians to know the location of possible tumor lesions, but 76% of the positive results are ultimately found to be false positives.108 Reducing this false-positive rate requires additional knowledge about the biochemistry of the observed mass and looking for strong indicators of tumor-associated conditions and the hallmarks of malignancy including hypoxia and angiogenesis. It is well known that malignant breast tissue displays a significant decrease in tissue oxygenation from healthy tissue.109,110 These regions of hypoxic tissue have been shown to be heterogeneously distributed throughout the tumor volume.35 These regions can occur early in the development of the tumor and are especially prevalent at larger tumor sizes.35 Hypoxia has also been associated with more aggressive forms of the disease that result in worse clinical outcome.111 The hypoxic tissue can be detected using optical spectroscopic imaging techniques that measure the absorption of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin which can be used to determine tissue oxygenation and total hemoglobin content in tissues.112,113 The use of these optical techniques in deeper tissue inside the body has been significantly hindered by the highly scattering properties inherent to the tissue itself. The light path of a single photon in tissue is scattered to such a high degree that it is very difficult to tell whether that photon originated from the tumor.
self-quenching dye has been loaded into the membrane of these microbubbles. In the compressed state, the membrane contracts and the dye molecules are in close proximity, causing quenching and reducing their fluorescent emission intensity, as shown in Figure 11. When in the expanded state, the membrane stretches and the dye molecules are separated from each other, decreasing the quenching effect, resulting in an increase in fluorescence intensity. The resulting fluorescence emission intensity modulation has a theoretical efficiency calculated to be 100%. Fluorescence lifetime changes due to the modulated proximity of dyes on the microbubble would also be theoretically detectable. The expansion and contraction of the dye-loaded microbubble in response to focused ultrasound essentially makes the fluorescent microbubble “blink” at the driving frequency of the ultrasound. Phase-sensitive detectors can be used to lock onto the frequency of this blinking signal that occurs only within the focal volume of the ultrasound. The ability to disregard the nonblinking background light from both the excitation light flooding the tissue and the surrounding fluorescent light from tissue outside the ultrasound focal volume allows the possibility to examine this blinking light inside the tumor to chemically interrogate just the focal volume of tissue. By incorporating fluorophores into the microbubble that are sensitive to their chemical environment and scanning an entire tissue region around a suspicious mass, biochemical information could be determined to enhance the accurate early detection of malignant cancer lesions.

**Challenges and limitations**

The drug payloads carried by any vehicle face the same challenge of unintentional accumulation within healthy tissue as Doxil®. Although microbubbles are too large to extravasate into the creases of the hand, they will accumulate in the liver

---

**Figure 11** Schematic representation of the fluorescent light-modulating “blinking” microbubble contrast agent.

**Notes:** In the compressed state, shown on the left, the lipophilic dye molecules that have incorporated into the microbubble lipid monolayer shell are forced close together where they dissipate the absorbed excitation light through non-radiative self-quenching. In the expanded state, shown on the right, the dye molecules are separated from each other, reducing the self quenching effect and allowing the absorbed excitation light to be emitted as fluorescent light causing the microbubble to brighten. This increase and decrease in emitted light follows the frequency of the driving ultrasound pulse, allowing phase locking electronics to lock onto the blinking signal from the known location of the ultrasound focal zone.
and spleen as these organs perform their natural clearance functions. As the vehicles degrade, the drug is released and can build up to toxic levels, despite the reduced exposure to other parts of the body such as the heart. One possible way to address this issue is to choose prodrug payloads. These are chemically modified versions of the active drug that display significantly reduced cytotoxicity. These prodrugs are triggered through various methods to a fully therapeutic form once inside the tumor tissue. The reduced toxicity of unactivated prodrug helps to reduce unintentional tissue toxicity in healthy tissue where the vehicles happen to accumulate.

An emerging interest has arisen with a phenomena observed in water suspensions of certain nanoparticles such as alumina. The nanoparticles themselves can serve as nucleation sites for inertial cavitation events to occur upon ultrasound exposure, which can lead to liposome lysis in a manner very similar to microbubble inertial cavitation. This means that nanoparticles could replace microbubbles as the trigger to activate drug-delivery vehicles. This is an exciting development because the drug-delivery vehicles could be made smaller than what microbubbles currently allow, opening the possibility for extravasation into the tumor which is not possible with the 1–2 µm sized microbubbles. The nanoparticles can also potentially have much longer circulation half-lives. The 80–120 nm diameter Doxil® particles were shown to have a circulation half-life of 42 hours, whereas the 1–2 µm microbubbles generally have a 3–15 minute half-life. The circulation time difference is also contributed to by the nanoparticles’ lack of pressure sensitivity, allowing them to be better than microbubbles at surviving the pressure changes of traveling through the heart and lungs. Longer circulation times allow more of the particles to travel trough the tumor region, allowing for a higher achievable tumor delivery while reducing the amount that is taken up by the liver.

**Conclusion**

Microbubbles are unique from other traditional liposome-based drug-delivery vehicles because they have the ability to produce mechanical actuations and shockwaves when they interact with the focal zone of low intensity ultrasound. This creates a short distance mechanical force that is found nowhere else in the body outside of the ultrasound focal zone. This mechanical force is a starting point for many different designs of drug-delivery vehicles that use it to cause an immediate state change in the vehicle from its stable circulating form to an unstable drug-releasing form, creating burst releases of drug that are not achievable by traditional liposomes. The ultrasound can be used to highlight just the tumor tissue, creating a stark difference between the tissue inside and outside the focal zone. Ultrasound creates a level of contrast that is not achievable using triggers designed to destabilize liposomes that are based on biochemistry or environmental differences between the tumor and healthy tissue. This preferential and instantaneous opening of drug-delivery vehicles within the tumor tissue has the potential to reduce some of the dose-limiting side effects experienced by patients undergoing chemotherapy treatment. In addition to the drug-delivery capabilities, microbubbles can be used in cancer imaging and diagnostics. Microbubbles can generate contrast in ultrasound images, and ultrasound can also be used to generate cyclic expansion and contraction of microbubbles, producing new types of diagnostic contrast agents that are capable of producing light within the tumor itself. These features make microbubbles a promising component in the effort to improve cancer treatment outcomes and reduce chemotherapy side effects.
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